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ON THE RING OF  QUOTIENTS OF A GROUP RING1

D.  S.  PASSMAN

Abstract. In this paper the following extension of a result of

Martha Smith is proved. Theorem. Let K[G] be a group ring which

is an order in a ring Q. Then the center of K[G] is an order in the

center of Q.

Let K[G] denote the group ring of G over the field K. The main result of

this paper is

Theorem. Let K[G] be a group ring which is an order in a ring Q.

Then the center ofK[G] is an order in the center of Q.

This was first proved by Martha Smith [2] in a number of special cases

and later proved [1] for all semiprimc group rings. We follow the notation

of [1]. Thus, in particular, A(G) denotes the finite conjugate subgroup of

G and 0 : K[G]-*K[A.(G)] is the natural projection.

Lemma 1. Let HQ A(C7) be a finitely generated normal subgroup of G.

Then

(i) [G:C0(H)]<co.

(ii) H has a torsion free central subgroup Z of finite index which is normal

in G.

(iii) The ring of quotients K[Z]~*K[H] is K-isomorphic to F'lHjZ], a

twisted group ring of the finite group HjZ over the field F=K[Z]~1K[Z].

Proof, (i) Let H=(huh2,---,hn). Since HzA(G) we have

[G:Cg(/j,)]<co. Hence C0(H)=f]" C0(ht) has finite index in G.

(ii) By (i) we see that Z(H)=HnCG(H) has finite index in H and cer-

tainly Z(H) is normal in G. Since H is finitely generated and [H: Z(H)] < co,

it follows that Z(H) is a finitely generated abelian group. Thus Z(H)=

TxA where F is a finitely generated torsion free abelian group and A is

finite of order k. If Z={xk\xeZ(H)}, then clearly Z is normal in G and Z

is a torsion free central subgroup of H of finite index.

(iii) Now by Lemma 2.4 of [1] no nonzero element of K[Z] is a zero

divisor in K[G] since Z is torsion free abelian. Since Z is central in K[H],
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it is then trivial to form the ring of quotients E=K[Z]~1K[H]. This is the

set of all formal fractions r¡~xy. with r¡eK[Z], n^O, a.eK[H] and with the

usual identifications made. If F=K[Z]~1K[Z], then Fis certainly a central

subfield of £ so £ is an F-algebra. For each xeH\Z let xeH be a coset

representative. Then it is easy to see that {x\xeH¡Z} is an F-basis for the

associative algebra E. Moreover for x, yeH\Z we have

xy = zxy   for some zeZ.

Since z is a nonzero element of F we conclude that £~F'[7//Z].

Lemma 2. Let a be an element of Z(K[G]), the center of the group ring.

Then a is a zero divisor in K[G] if and only if it is a zero divisor in Z(K[G]).

Proof. If a is a zero divisor in Z(K[G]) then it is certainly a zero

divisor in K[G]. Assume now that a is a zero divisor in K[G] and let

yeK[G], y^O with ay=0. Let 7/=(Supp a). Since a is central, if is a

finitely generated subgroup of A(G) which is normal in G. We use that

notation and results of Lemma 1. Then 0LeE=K[Z\~1K[H] which is a

finite dimensional algebra over F and hence a satisfies a polynomial over

£. By rationalizing the denominators we can assume that anß=0 where

ß=ß0+ßX0L + - ■ •+ß,x' with ßßK[Z], ß0?eO.

Now the finite group G¡C0(H) acts on K[H] and let xx=l, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xT

be a full set of coset representatives for CG(H) in G. Set ß=ßXlßx* ■ ■ ■ ßx'.

Since Z is normal in G and a is central in K[G] we see that all ßXi are

polynomials in a with coefficients in A^[Z]. Since Z is abelian this then

implies that all ßXi commute and hence clearly ß is central in K[G]. Now

ß = (fW • • • ¿SO + ¿a

for a suitable ôeK[G] so we have

ßy-fl?ß?---ßty.

Thus by Lemma 2.4 of [1], ßy^O since ß0^0 implies that ßz' is not a

zero divisor in K[G]. Hence ß^O.

Now ßXl—ß so an/J=0. Since a°/J=/M0 we can choose m^.0 maximal

with «"¿MO. Then a(am^) = am+1/5=0. Finally amßeZ(K[G]) so a is a

zero divisor in Z(K[G]) and the result follows.

A ring R is said to be self-injective if R as a right Ä-module is injective.

The following lemma is well known.

Lemma 3. Let R be a self-injective ring. Then every proper finitely

generated left ideal has a proper right annihilator.
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Proof. Let / be the left ideal /= Raj 4-Ra2-f • • -+R<xn and assume that

/ has no proper right annihilator. Define

<r:R->R + R4----4-R    (n times)

by
o(r) = («if, ^r, • • • , Knr)

for reR. This is clearly an R-homomorphism. If cr(r)=0 then lr=0 so

r=0. This a is an injection.

Since R is self-injective, there exists a back map t. Say

r(0,0,---,l,---,0)-A6Jt

where the 1 is in the ith position. Then

1 = t<t(1) = T(alt a2, • • • , a„) = ßxa.x + ß2<x2 + ■ • ■ + ßna.n e I

and /=R.
The following is known for ordinary group rings.

Lemma 4. Let F'[W] be a twisted group ring of the finite group Wover

the field F. Then F*[W] is self-injective.

Proof. Since T is a scalar multiple of 1 eF' [ W] we may assume without

loss of generality that 1 = 1. Let t:F'[JV]->-F be the trace map. That is,

if a=2 ajt then r(a)—ax. Since aI=T(ax~1), we have a=][¡rejF r(xx~1)x.

Let Uz V be F'[lF]-modules and let o:U-+F'[W] be a~given F'[W]-

homomorphism. Then to : U-*-F and since F is a field we can extend tct

to a map <p : V—-F which is F-linear.

We now define q>: V-*Fl[W] by

xeTV

Then certainly y is an F-linear map. Suppose x, geW. Then

xg = dxg   for some ae F, a ¿¿ 0

so we have

£-i£-i = (xg)-1 = (dxg)-1 = xg^a-1

and since <p is F-linear

^(vg^x-^xg = ^(vxg^cr^axg = ^(vxg^Jxg.

Now let ge MK. Then by the above

^(vg-1) =   2 rtvg^x-^xglg-1 =   2 «pO*!-1)*! ¿T1 = ^(f)l-1-

Thus y is an F'[IF]-homomorphism.
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Finally for uell,

?(") = 2 <K"*-1)* = 2 ^(ux-1))*
xeW xeW

= 2 t(o-(m)x-1)jc = a(u)
xeW

since o- is an F* [ Wj-homomorphism. Thus ç5 extends a and F![PF] is

injective.

Lemma 5. Let a.eK[G\. Ifcr. is not a left divisor of zero, then there exists

yeK[G] such that 0(ya) is centra! and is not a zero divisor in K[G].

Proof. Write 'J.—^Jix^ with oqeATA] and with the xt in distinct

cosets of A. Let H be the subgroup of G generated by the elements in the

support of all a, and their finitely many conjugates. Then H is a finitely

generated normal subgroup of G and //£ A(G). We use the results and

notation of Lemma 1.

Now *ieK[H\<=:E=K[Z\-1K[H) so we can define 7=£a1+£os+- • • +

£an to be a finitely generated left ideal of £ Observe that E~F*[HIZ]; so

by Lemma 4, £ is self-injective. Thus by Lemma 3 either I=E or I has

a proper right annihilator.

Suppose / has a proper right annihilator element, say r\~xêeE with

r¡eK[Z], 175*0, £eK[H], £j±0. Then clearly /«?=0 so <x/=0 for all / and

hence <x<^=0. Since a is not a left divisor of zero this is a contradiction

and we conclude that /=£.

Now /=£ so lei. If we write 1 as a sum of left £ multiples of the a,

and then rationalize the denominators we see that there exists ßeK[Z],

ßj^O,  with  ßeK[H]xi+K[H]a.2l-+K[H]a.n.   Now the finite group

GICa(H) acts on K[Z] and let yx, y2, • • • , vs=l be a full set of coset

representatives for Ca(H) in G. Set ß=ßy^'- •_ • ß": By Lemma 2.4 of [1]

we see that /MO and in fact ß is not a zero divisor inK[G]. Moreoversince

Z is abelian, all /?"•' commute and hence ß is clearly central in K[G].

Sincey,= l,ße2 K[H]x( so we can write ß= 2i "/A with y,-££[//]. Set

V = I" Yix7l- Then ya= 2u Y&'f'Xji,. If My, then clearly Supp^x"1.^«,)
is disjoint from A(G). Thus ö(ya)=y" y^—ß and the lemma is proved.

Proof of the Theorem. Clearly Z(Q)SZ(K[G]). Let aeZ(A'[G]) be

an element which is not a zero divisor in Z(K[G]). Then by Lemma 2,

a is not a zero divisor in K[G] so a is invertible in Q. Clearly a.~1eZ(Q).

Now let peZ(Q). Then p—rt^ß where a, ßeK[G] and a is not a zero

divisor in K[G]. Thus for all weQ we have maclß=vrlßto so a.a>arlß=ßa>.

Set co—xol. Then for all xeG, axß=ßxx. Now by Lemma 5 there exists

yeK[G] such that d(ya.)eZ(K[G]) is not a zero divisor in K[G]. Multiplying
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the above equation on the left by y then yields (ya)xß=(yß)xa. for all

xeG and by Lemma 1.3 of [1] we have 6(ya.)ß=d(yß)x.

Set <?=0(ya), v=6(yß). Since £eZ(K[G]) is not a zero divisor in K[G]

we have S^^eQ and since arlßeZ(Q) we obtain, from Sß=n«.,

«f-1»? = ßar1 = «(or^a-1 = ix^ß = p.

Finally i, peZ(Q) so 77=(fp£Z(ß)ni:[G]=Z(/:[G]) and p=ê~1y] is a

quotient of elements in Z(K[G]). The result follows.
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